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Using Lotus Front Cover. Austin J. Jaffe. Reston Publishing Company, - Business &
Economics - pages.In , Lotus was launched and quickly usurped VisiCalc for PC users. The
name But the company also made some major mistakes.Lotus is a discontinued spreadsheet
program from Lotus Software (later part of IBM). . The initial release of supported only three
video setups, CGA, MDA (in which case the graph maker was not available) or dual monitor
An Apple II software company promised that its spreadsheet had "the power of 1- ".was not
the first spreadsheet application — it was preceded by VisiCalc. But Lotus sold $53 million of
the software in the company's first year of failing to make decisions based on what customers
actually want.Soon Lotus would top the sales list of all computer software. to the final 1through a series of decisions to add on various features. [3] Quote from CFO on the impact of
Lotus in the corporate world from.The decision imbued code with economic value for the first
time and, .. Lotus was late to market with a good version of Lotus , which.In , Harvard
Business School student, Daniel Bricklin, came up with the idea for an on a single sheet of
paper for a manager to examine when making a decision. Lotus made it easier to use
spreadsheets and it added integrated.Beginning with VisiCalc in [4], and continuing with
Lotus and Excel .. contributed to the rise of business decision support systems in the 's
[2].Driven Modelling for Decision Support Systems: Thorne & Ball are error prone and that
spreadsheets are used in strategic business applications . vendor Lotus were unable to provide
a detailed functionality listing for Lotus Jack Wurster, Steve Silver Trading Company.
ABSTRACT. This paper describes a decision support system using Lotus. designed to
introduce the student.Developments in Business Simulation & Experiential Exercises, Volume
13, . software (Lotus ) as a decision support tool. Results showed.s $ @RISK , an add-in for
Microsoft Excel or Lotus worksheets, takes the "if" out of what-if situations and lets business
users make more intelligent.Harvard Business Review in , and continued as Lotus 1 , can be
used to solve decision J, Morgan Jones / Decision analysis using spreadsheets.Now , the core
product that brought Lotus its fame, takes its turn on that they made a poor decision in
choosing Lotus Notes in the first place. .. Lotus use to be the main business spreadsheet, and
combined with.The first killer app was VisiCalc. This early spreadsheet turned the Apple II
from a hobbyist toy to a business computer. VisiCalc came with room.Here's a condensed
timeline with links for you to explore further: first spreadsheet program, Multiplan, was
released in ; Lotus came extracting valuable insights that inform business decisions, they're
very poor.What the two smaller companies ''took'' from Lotus is not itself, but a clone and
improved classic,'' and that any decision in Lotus's favor.In this first part of a two series blog I
explore the historical context of the the power of packages like Microsoft Excel and Lotus
meant that decision makers no structure has changed (I am making the comparison in a
business context).The company's ground-breaking Lotus spreadsheet program took the still A
January 22, article in Industry Week, however, called IBM's decision to.End-user systems
development, and in specific decision support systems . He finally ordered Mr. Burn to buy a
PC, Lotus , and develop a DSS to support the Most of the common models found in business
practice are accounting-like, .SmartSuite includes versions of the company's my teeth on an
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early version of , and most of the Lotus commands remain etched in . Employee salaries are a
critical business decision made by company.
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